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WEEDING TECHNOLOGY

 » Tined weeder 
AEROSTAR-CLASSIC

 » Precision tined weeder 
AEROSTAR-EXACT

 » Rotative weeder 
AEROSTAR-ROTATION

ORGANIC FARMING

 » Guide to mechanical weed 
control

 » Tips and interesting facts 
about weeding and hoeing 
technology

 » With FUSION FARMING to 
success

EINBÖCK  
Einböck GmbH
Schatzdorf 7
4751 Dorf an der Pram
Austria

+43 7764 6466 0
+43 7764 6466-390
info@einboeck.at

Technical changes and mistakes are subject to change without prior notice!

In order to introduce the benefits of our continuous prouct development, we reserve the right to make technical changes without prior notice. Printing and typesetting errors or changes of any kind do not 
entitle the customer to any claims. Individual equipment specifications, which are illustrated or described here, are only available as options. 

In case of contradictions between individual documents regarding the scope of supply, the information in our current price list shall apply. 
All pictures are symbol pictures and may contain options which are available for an additional charge. For further information please contact our sales team. 

Photos & Graphics: © Einböck GmbH; Photos & Graphics free, without licence, but can be used only unchanged | Text & Content: © Einböck GmbH; can be used unchanged if source is cited | Version: 01/2022

Related brochures regarding „organic farming & mechanical weed control“:

GRASSLAND CARE

 » Grassland weeder 
GRASS-MANAGER(-PRO)

 » Grassland seeder 
PNEUMATICSTAR(-PRO)

 » Sports field weeder 
SPORTSTAR

THE GRASSLAND CARE 
HANDBOOK

 » Grassland overseeding

 » Grassland restoration

 » Grassland renewal


